Abstract. Necessary conditions for an abstract optimization problem are derived under weak assumptions. The presence of a generalized critical direction in these conditions is the basis for deriving necessary conditions of arbitrary order for various concrete problems. Two applications are considered in detail. The first concerns first-and second-order necessary conditions for a constrained optimization problem in an infinite-dimensional vector space where the cost, equality and inequality functions possess differentials of a finite-dimensional one-sided character. The second application concerns first-, second-and third-order necessary conditions for a constrained optimization problem in a Banach space with Fr6chet differentiability hypotheses. In both applications normality conditions are not required. Several well-known results are generalized.
1. Introduction. We consider the following optimization problem (OP). Minimize bo(e) subject to (1.1) (.2) (1. 3) The purpose of this paper is to present a systematic approach for deriving higher-order necessary conditions for a solution of OP. By first deriving necessary conditions for OP under weak assumptions, we obtain results for more specialized problems by successively incorporating stronger hypotheses. New results are obtained and several well-known results are generalized.
This work was motivated by two factors. The first of these was the appearance in the literature of second-order necessary conditions with significantly different assumptions. In particular, [35, Thm. 2.3] involves an infinite-dimensional constraint space without a topology, a convex constraint set, directional differentials and a full-range normality assumption. On the other hand, [28, Thm. 6] involves a finite-dimensional Euclidean constraint space, a conical approximation to the constraint set, continuous ditterentiability and no normality assumption. The second motivating factor was the series of papers [34] , [35] and [36] The approach of the present paper follows in the spirit of [29] . [29, Thm. 3.1] contains the essential features of a wide variety of optimization problems and yields several well-known first-order necessary conditions as special cases. In the present paper, the formulation of [29] is expanded in the Main Theorem ( 2) to include a generalized critical direction. Although the Main Theorem itself involves no ditterentiability hypotheses, this extra feature is the key ingredient for obtaining necessary conditions of arbitrary order when differentiability assumptions are present.
Specifically, the generalized critical direction Y and accompanying convex set K correspond respectively to the intermediate-and highest-order terms in a power series expansion.
To illustrate the role of Y and K in deriving higher-order necessary conditions, K {'()x +1/2yT"()y" X E-e}.
Since we seek directions y which have inferior cost and which approximately satisfy (1.2), we require that Y _'2 +1. Also, because of (1.3) the term $'(g)y is required to be zero and thus does not appear in the definition of Y. As will be seen, Y leads to the generalized complementary slackness condition l, (Y)= 0, where (l,, l,) is the Lagrange multiplier, and K yields the Lagrangian condition l(h)>= O, h K. Note that first-order necessary conditions are obtained by setting y 0 (and hence Y 0). Third-and higher-order conditions can be obtained in a straightforward manner. For example, we can consider a pair of directions y and 7 in E -g to obtain the third-order expansion 2 3 x -(+ay+a2;+a ()+a'(e)y+ [2' (e)37+y (e)y] a multiplier satisfying both the first-order necessary conditions and an additional second-order condition.
In 6, E is a subset of Banach space and bo, b and are assumed to be Fr6chet differentiable. OP now closely resembles a nonlinear programming problem (NP).
First-, second-and third-order necessary conditions for this problem are given in Theorem 6.1. The third-order conditions are derived directly from Theorem 4.1 to illustrate the usefulness of the Main Theorem in obtaining higher-order necessary conditions. The relationship between Theorem 6.1 and various higher-order necessary conditions in the literature is discussed. The appendix contains notation and results pertaining to Fr6chet and F-derivatives. We state a version of Taylor's theorem for F-derivatives and a result on converting a multivariable expansion into a one-parameter expansion with remainder satisfying a uniform convergence condition. These results allow nth-order generalizations of the results of 5 and 6. It is important to point out that neither normality assumptions nor constraint qualifications appear in the statements of the necessary conditions. The absence of these hypotheses leads to nonuniqueness of the multiplier and hence dependence of on the critical direction y (or critical directions y, , for third-and higher-order conditions). This idea seems to have first appeared (without proof) in [27] and was apparently rediscovered (in a more general version) in [28] . Subsequent related results can be found in [3] , [4] , [5] , [14] , [16] , [18] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [32] . The closure of V is cl V, the interior of V is int V and the boundary of V is bd V a___ (cl V)/(int V). V is solid if int V # .Y d (1, , 7/',; /') denotes the vector space of all continuous multilinear mappings from 7/'1 x.. x T', into/4/'. If 7/'1 T', then we write @, (7/';/4/') for @ (1, ,/r, ///.). Recall (see, e.g., [11, p. 318]) that if T'I,." ", 7/', and ///' are Banach spaces with norms 1. I,,'" ", 1" I. and]. respectively, then @(7/'1,'", 7/,;/3 is a Banach space with norm IFI sup {IF(v1,..., 13n)1"14"" i [/'i, I/)il T', 1, 1,..., n}. Define the dual space * Yd (7/'; [) and the conjugate cone Ve a--{l 7/'*" (v <= O, v V}.
If 7/'1 and //'2 are topological vector spaces, then //" X 0//2 is assumed to be the topological vector space possessing the product topology. (7/'1 x 0//2)* and 7/'1" x V'2* are in one-to-one correspondence in the sense that (1 x 7/'2)* if and_ only if there exist 117/'* and 12s7/'2" such that l(v)=ll(vl)+12(v2), Specifically, ll(vl) a-l(v, 0), vls 1rl, and 12(v2) a--l(O, v2), v2s 7/'2. We denote this correspondence by (ll, 12) . If fl (7/'1 x T')* and fl 7/'* x 7/'* then the relations fl c h, fl l, etc., can be interpreted in this sense. Analogous remarks apply to (7/'1 x.. x 7/',)* and 7/'* x... x T'*, where 7/'1, , 7/', are topological vector spaces.
For the following results let T and be vector spaces, M T and f: M --> /4/'. PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume M is a convex cone, f is positively homogeneous and affine and x 1, ", x,, M. Iff (x 1), ", f (x, are linearly independent then x 1," ", are linearly independent. [10] or [29] . [19, p. 253]. In the algebraic setting 7# is assumed to be a vector space and the "intrinsic core" of A plays the role of ri A. The additional assumption that aft A is closed implies that is continuous (see [19, pp. 
Ic -4o sr (x) V (x)l < r/, x e X (omit if k 0). 
Remark 4.1. The additional structure of (1.2)' accounts for the form of (4.10) and (4.11) . Condition (4.10) generalizes the "complementary slackness" condition pertaining to the "inactive" inequality constraints (4i()< 0) in first-order necessary conditions. Note that 4()+ rl Yr 0 for e I" is possible when dim Z > 1. In this way (4.11) may yield information regarding l. It is shown in [13] that this normality condition implies that F (specialized to the problem of [35] ) is a ray.
We where y s x, and (6.8) .-x(y) _a_. {i s Iao: [34] , [35] and [36] . First [34] and [35] have been extended in this direction in [13] . Other second-order necessary conditions from the literature requiring such an assumption (e.g., [6] and [15] ) can also benefit from this generalization. Finally, the third-and higher-order necessary conditions mentioned above lead to necessary conditions in optimal control theory of still higher order. It is hoped that these conditions will be useful in treating singular optimal control problems for which there is an extensive body of literature containing specialized higher-order necessary conditions (see, e.g., [1], [2] , [12] , [201, [21] and the references therein).
While this paper was being revised a theory of higher-order optimality conditions appeared in [22] . where Yio ci(. ).
Appendix. This section collects together differentiation results needed for the proofs of Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 6.1. Some of them concern the notion of differentiability given in Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 and extend well-known results from the literature. Also included is a restatement of a result from [33] .
Let be a Banach space with norm I" I, be a topological vector space, A and f:A. When is a Banach space higher-order 10-derivatives fn)(y) (; (T; ., 3 (; 0))...), n => 2, may be defined inductively in the manner of Definition 5.2. Following others (e.g., [11, p. 192]) we view fn)(Y), n =>2, as an element of 5,,(T; ). Specifically, the values of fn)(f) on " are given by f")(f) (hl,...,h,)A(...((f")(y)(hx))(h2))...)(hn). For notational simplicity (h)na--f")(f)(h, ,h). The following is an extension of Taylor's Theorem. Its proof is a slight modification of the proof of [11, Thm. 
